Counselor Education Department
Department Meeting Agenda
Thursday, October 15 – 9:30 – 11:30 a.m. - 3002 E Winther
Note-taker: Jennifer
1. Check-in (Jennifer)
2. Approval of minutes from last meeting (Amy): move to accept minutes by Dave; Seconded by
Carrie
3. Additions to the agenda
a. Technology committee: the technology certificate is moving forward—for
undergraduate students and it is being piloted in COEPS; Faculty can now get training in
D2L to use all of the features through the Learn Center.
b. Assessment Committee: Alumni survey is going out to all from COEPS. Cover sheet has 8
questions related to LEAP; Will do this every 3 years
c. Teacher Ed Licensure/Field experience: trying to get a template for field experiences
d. Integrative treatment (COUNSED 749): moving from Tuesday night to Wednesday night
e. Invitation from alumni, April McHugh, Wisconsin Career Association Board—first or
second year students; fall faculty encouraged to encourage students who might be
interested (was in updates a week ago).
4. Learning from ACES …
a. Carrie shared information on intersectionality multicultural work;
b. Cindy shared information about the amazing speaker we had for the keynote, Lee Mun
Wah (http://www.stirfryseminars.com); She also went to an interesting section on race
relations in the south and how that connects to
c. Jeff shared resources about sexuality resources; ethics Haidt book that he may integrate
into coursework;
d. Jennifer shared information from sessions with school counselor educators
e. Dave went to trauma and neurobiology sessions
f. Brenda went to the CACREP 2016 session and it provided some insights into changes we
will be making; Brenda also went to a writing workshop—Scott Grande, who has many
resources on youtube. Discussion ensued regarding what students need to know in
terms of writing and where do we teach this content;
5. Interview Day/admissions/anticipating admissions meeting
6. Chunking curricular work/timeline
a. We now get to look at the areas we need to redo: Higher Education; School Counseling;
AODA; Marriage and Family
b. We will chunk our work: timeline for curricular schedule: Due to grad council by the end
of January to put on the fall timetable; Curricular meeting for college in December 10th
and should submit curricular paperwork a week in advance;
i. AODA: 752 will be offered for the last time in Spring 2016. Will be combined
with 749. Cindy and Dave will work on the time. By February 11th;

ii. School: Jennifer, Dave and Amy; we will put together a timeline to be
completed by October 2016 (for next admission cycle).
iii. Higher Education: Anene and Brenda—By December to have the paperwork to
COEPS curriculum committee
iv. Marriage and Family: Jeff and Carrie—by December to have the paperwork
COEPS curriculum committee
7. CACREP
a. We received a very positive report from CACREP; this is the first time we do not have to
add additional information/justification/documentation; Meeting is in January.
b. 2016 standards—we have until 2020 to have these standards in place.
8. Focusing on research (ours!)
a. GAs are available to do work on project that are well defined; Need a deadline;
b. GAS are also available to do research
c. Research discussion:
1) Dave is focused on Adverse childhood experiences
2) Jennifer is working on Multitier systems of support in a number of different
articles, one on universal screening in schools; and currently working on one
focused on culturally responsive PBIS with Verona practitioners.
3) Cindy has submitted a chapter on lesbians with former student Lindsay
Woodbridge; finished co-author article for JSGW on CISD groups and is in print
(!); article in print with Beth King on cultural studies course with use of
oblivion;
4) Carrie: working on dissertation and have comprehensive exams coming up
this month; have 3 articles accepted on juvenile offenders; 2 book chapters in
a book
5) Anene: longitudinal study with students in career development class; may
work on publishing presentation she did in Canada with a current student
6) Jeff: a few articles accepted: intersubjective couples work and drug facilitated
sexual assault; a book chapter in print in spiritual development; finishing
collecting data on emotion regulation in Principles class;
7) Amy: dissertation will be coming back from the editor (hooray!). Working on a
few articles from that work. Putting together a training on revitilazing your
guiding theory to present at an internship site; may pilot a theoretical case
conceptualization with internship class. Look at developmental piece of
guiding theory by following students throughout the program. Working with
Steve Moody—surveying on theory they are using in their work.
8) Krista:
9) Brenda: Women’s Ways of Knowing in our Counselor Education program;
Nursing home project and examining student attitudes; would like to write a
book on teaching group and will be attending the conference in February
Association for Specialists in Group work (ASGW).
9. Student concerns: Faculty discussed a few concerns.
10. Clinical updates: none at this time.

Meeting adjourned by a Cindy/Jeff motion at 11:30 a.m.
Respectfully submitted by: Jennifer Betters-Bubon

